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Abstract

the globally optimal dependency tree according to a
third-order model (that includes features over grandparents and siblings in the tree) in the class of 1Endpoint-Crossing trees (that includes all projective
trees and the vast majority of non-projective structures seen in dependency treebanks).

Parsers that parametrize over wider scopes are
generally more accurate than edge-factored
models.
For graph-based non-projective
parsers, wider factorizations have so far implied large increases in the computational
complexity of the parsing problem. This paper
introduces a “crossing-sensitive” generalization of a third-order factorization that trades
off complexity in the model structure (i.e.,
scoring with features over multiple edges)
with complexity in the output structure (i.e.,
producing crossing edges). Under this model,
the optimal 1-Endpoint-Crossing tree can be
found in O(n4 ) time, matching the asymptotic run-time of both the third-order projective parser and the edge-factored 1-EndpointCrossing parser. The crossing-sensitive thirdorder parser is significantly more accurate
than the third-order projective parser under
many experimental settings and significantly
less accurate on none.

1

Within graph-based projective parsing, the thirdorder parser of Koo and Collins (2010) has a runtime of O(n4 ), just one factor of n more expensive
than the edge-factored model of Eisner (2000). Incorporating richer features and producing trees with
crossing edges has traditionally been a challenge,
however, for graph-based dependency parsers. If
parsing is posed as the problem of finding the optimal scoring directed spanning tree, then the problem becomes NP-hard when trees are scored with a
grandparent and/or sibling factorization (McDonald
and Pereira, 2006; McDonald and Satta, 2007). For
various definitions of mildly non-projective trees,
even edge-factored versions are expensive, with
edge-factored running times between O(n4 ) and
O(n7 ) (Gómez-Rodrı́guez et al., 2011; Pitler et al.,
2012; Pitler et al., 2013; Satta and Kuhlmann, 2013).

Introduction

Conditioning on wider syntactic contexts than simply individual head-modifier relationships improves
parsing accuracy in a wide variety of parsers and
frameworks (Charniak and Johnson, 2005; McDonald and Pereira, 2006; Hall, 2007; Carreras, 2007;
Martins et al., 2009; Koo and Collins, 2010; Zhang
and Nivre, 2011; Bohnet and Kuhn, 2012; Martins
et al., 2013). This paper proposes a new graphbased dependency parser that efficiently produces
The majority of this work was done while at the University
of Pennsylvania.
∗

The third-order projective parser of Koo and
Collins (2010) and the edge-factored 1-EndpointCrossing parser described in Pitler et al. (2013) have
some similarities: both use O(n4 ) time and O(n3 )
space, using sub-problems over intervals with one
exterior vertex, which are constructed using one
free split point. The two parsers differ in how the
exterior vertex is used: Koo and Collins (2010)
use the exterior vertex to store a grandparent index, while Pitler et al. (2013) use the exterior vertex to introduce crossed edges between the point and
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Preliminaries

In a projective dependency tree, each subtree forms
one consecutive interval in the sequence of input
words; equivalently (assuming an artificial root node
placed as either the first or last token), when all
edges are drawn in the half-plane above the sentence, no two edges cross (Kübler et al., 2009). Two
vertex-disjoint edges cross if their endpoints interleave. A 1-Endpoint-Crossing tree is a dependency
tree such that for each edge, all edges that cross it
share a common vertex (Pitler et al., 2013). Note
that the class of projective trees is properly included
within the class of 1-Endpoint-Crossing trees.
To avoid confusion between intervals and edges,
42
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(a) m is the child of h that e is descended from

=

Table 1: Parsing time for various output spaces and model
factorizations. CS-GSib refers to the (crossing-sensitive)
grand-sibling factorization described in this paper.

the interval. This paper proposes merging the two
parsers to achieve the best of both worlds – producing the best tree in the wider range of 1-EndpointCrossing trees while incorporating the identity of
the grandparent and/or sibling of the child in the
score of an edge whenever the local neighborhood
of the edge does not contain crossing edges. The
crossing-sensitive grandparent-sibling 1-EndpointCrossing parser proposed here takes O(n4 ) time,
matching the runtime of both the third-order projective parser and of the edge-factored 1-EndpointCrossing parser (see Table 1).
The parsing algorithms of Koo and Collins (2010)
and Pitler et al. (2013) are reviewed in Section 2.
The proposed crossing-sensitive factorization is defined in Section 3. The parsing algorithm that finds
the optimal 1-Endpoint-Crossing tree according to
this factorization is described in Section 4. The
implemented parser is significantly more accurate
than the third-order projective parser in a variety
of languages and treebank representations (Section
5). Section 6 discusses the proposed approach in the
context of prior work on non-projective parsing.
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(b) The edge ~ehm is added to the tree; s is m’s
adjacent inner sibling
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(c) r is s’s outermost descendant; r + 1 is m’s
innermost descendant
Figure 1: Algorithm for grand-sibling projective parsing;
the figures replicate Figure 6 in Koo and Collins (2010).

~eij denotes the directed edge from i to j (i.e., i is the
parent of j). Interval notation ((i, j), [i, j], (i, j], or
[i, j)) is used to denote sets of vertices between i and
j, with square brackets indicating closed intervals
and round brackets indicating open intervals.
2.1

Grand-Sibling Projective Parsing

A grand-sibling factorization allows features over
4-tuples of (g, h, m, s), where h is the parent of
m, g is m’s grandparent, and s is m’s adjacent inner sibling. Features over these grand-sibling 4tuples are referred to as “third-order” because they
scope over three edges simultaneously (~egh , ~ehs , and
~ehm ). The parser of Koo and Collins (2010) produces the highest-scoring projective tree according
to this grand-sibling model by adding an external
grandparent index to each of the sub-problems used
in the sibling factorization (McDonald and Pereira,
2006). Figure 6 in Koo and Collins (2010) provided
a pictorial view of the algorithm; for convenience, it
is replicated in Figure 1. An edge ~ehm is added to the
tree in the “trapezoid” step (Figure 1b); this allows
the edge to be scored conditioned on m’s grandparent (g) and its adjacent inner sibling (s), as all four
relevant indices are accessible.
2.2

Edge-factored 1-Endpoint-Crossing
Parsing

The edge-factored 1-Endpoint-Crossing parser of
Pitler et al. (2013) produces the highest scoring 1-

* Which cars do Americans favor most these days ?
0
1
2
3
4
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6
7
8 9

Figure 2: A 1-Endpoint-Crossing non-projective English
sentence from the WSJ Penn Treebank (Marcus et al.,
1993), converted to dependencies with PennConverter
(Johansson and Nugues, 2007).
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do

must add the parent index do to the middle subproblem to ensure consistency (i.e., that do is in fact
the parent assigned). Thus, a first attempt to score all
edges with grandparent features within 1-EndpointCrossing trees raises the runtime from O(n4 ) to
O(n7 ) (all of the four indices need a “predicted parent” index; at least one edge is always implied so
one of these additional indices can be dropped).

favor most these days ?

Figure 3: Constructing a 1-Endpoint-Crossing tree with
intervals with one exterior vertex (Pitler et al., 2013).

Endpoint-Crossing tree with each edge ~ehm scored
according to Score(Edge(h, m)). The 1-EndpointCrossing property allows the tree to be built up in
edge-disjoint pieces each consisting of intervals with
one exterior point that has edges into the interval.
For example, the tree in Figure 2 would be built up
with the sub-problems shown in Figure 3.
To ensure that crossings within a sub-problem are
consistent with the crossings that happen as a result
of combination steps, the algorithm uses four different “types” of sub-problems, indicating whether
the edges incident to the exterior point may be internally crossed by edges incident to the left boundary
point (L), the right (R), either (LR), or neither (N ).
In Figure 3, the sub-problem over [*, do] ∪ {favor}
would be of type R, and [favor, ?] ∪ {do} of type L.
2.2.1

Naı̈ve Approach to Including
Grandparent Features
The example in Figure 3 illustrates the difficulty of
incorporating grandparents into the scoring of all
edges in 1-Endpoint-Crossing parsing. The vertex
favor has a parent or child in all three of the subproblems. In order to use grandparent scoring for
the edges from favor to favor’s children in the other
two sub-problems, we would need to augment the
problems with the grandparent index do. We also
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Crossing-Sensitive Factorization

Factorizations for projective dependency parsing
have often been designed to allow efficient parsing. For example, the algorithms in Eisner (2000)
and McDonald and Pereira (2006) achieve their efficiency by assuming that children to the left of the
parent and to the right of the parent are independent
of each other. The algorithms of Carreras (2007)
and Model 2 in Koo and Collins (2010) include
grandparents for only the outermost grand-children
of each parent for efficiency reasons. In a similar
spirit, this paper introduces a variant of the GrandSib factorization that scores crossed edges independently (as a CrossedEdge part) and uncrossed edges
under either a grandparent-sibling, grandparent, sibling, or edge-factored model depending on whether
relevant edges in its local neighborhood are crossed.
A few auxiliary definitions are required. For any
parent h and grandparent g, h’s children are partitioned into interior children (those between g and h)
and exterior children (the complementary set of children).1 Interior children are numbered from closest
to h through furthest from h; exterior children are
first numbered on the side closer to h from closest
to h through furthest, then the enumeration wraps
around to include the vertices on the side closer to g.
Figure 4 shows a parent h, its grandparent g, and a
possible sequence of three interior and four exterior
children. Note that for a projective tree, there would
not be any children on the far side of g.
Definition 1. Let h be m’s parent. Outer(m) is the
set of siblings of m that are in the same subset of h’s
children and are later in the enumeration than m is.
For example,
1

in the tree in Figure 2,

Because dependency trees are directed trees, each node except for the artificial root has a unique parent. To ensure that
grandparent is defined for the root’s children, assume an artificial parent of the root for notational convenience.

e3 e4 g i3 i2 i1

h e1 e2

Figure 4: The exterior children are numbered first beginning on the side closest to the parent, then the side closest
to the grandparent. There must be a path from the root to
g, so the edges from h to its exterior children on the far
side of g are guaranteed to be crossed.
¬GProj (~ehm )
GProj (~ehm )

Crossed (~ehs )
Edge(h, m)
Grand(g, h, m)

CrossedEdge(*,do)
CrossedEdge(favor,cars)
Sib(do, favor, Americans)
Sib(favor, most, -)
GSib(favor, days, these, -)

¬Crossed (~ehs )
Sib(h, m, s)
GrandSib(g, h, m, s)

Table 2: Part type for an uncrossed edge ~ehm for
the crossing-sensitive third-order factorization (g is m’s
grandparent; s is m’s inner sibling).

Outer(most) = {days, cars}.
Definition 2. An uncrossed edge ~ehm is GProj if
both of the following hold:
1. The edge ~egh from h’s parent to h is not crossed
2. None of the edges from h to Outer(m) (m’s
outer siblings) are crossed
Uncrossed GProj edges include the grandparent
in the part. The part includes the sibling if the edge
~ehs from the parent to the sibling is not crossed. Table 2 gives the factorization for uncrossed edges.
The parser in this paper finds the optimal 1Endpoint-Crossing tree according to this factorized
form. A fully projective tree would decompose into
exclusively GrandSib parts (as all edges would be
uncrossed and GProj ). As all projective trees are
within the 1-Endpoint-Crossing search space, the
optimization problem that the parser solves includes
all projective trees scored with grand-sibling features everywhere. Projective parsing with grandsibling scores can be seen as a special case, as the
crossing-sensitive 1-Endpoint-Crossing parser can
simulate a grand-sibling projective parser by setting
all Crossed(h, m) scores to −∞.
In Figure 2, the edge from do to Americans is
not GProj because Condition (1) is violated, while
the edge from favor to most is not GProj because
Condition (2) is violated. Under this definition, the
vertices do and favor (which have children in multiple sub-problems) do not need external grandparent indices in any of their sub-problems. Table 3
44

Sib(cars, Which, -)
Sib(do, Americans, -)
CrossedEdge(do,?)
Sib(favor, days, most)

Table 3: Decomposing Figure 2 according to the
crossing-sensitive third-order factorization described in
Section 3. Null inner siblings are indicated with -.

lists the parts in the tree in Figure 2 according to this
crossing-sensitive third-order factorization.

4

Parsing Algorithm

The parser finds the maximum scoring 1-EndpointCrossing tree according to the factorization in Section 3 with a dynamic programming procedure reminiscent of Koo and Collins (2010) (for scoring uncrossed edges with grandparent and/or sibling features) and of Pitler et al. (2013) (for including
crossed edges). The parser also uses novel subproblems for transitioning between portions of the
tree with and without crossed edges. This formulation of the parsing problem presents two difficulties:
1. The parser must know whether an edge is
crossed when it is added.
2. For uncrossed edges, the parser must use
the appropriate part for scoring according to
whether other edges are crossed (Table 2).
Difficulty 1 is solved by adding crossed and uncrossed edges to the tree in distinct sub-problems
(Section 4.1). Difficulty 2 is solved by producing
different versions of subtrees over the same sets of
vertices, both with and without a grandparent index,
which differ in their assumptions about the tree outside of that set (Section 4.2). The list of all subproblems with their invariants and the full dynamic
program are provided in the supplementary material.
4.1

Enforcing Crossing Edges

The parser adds crossed and uncrossed edges in
distinct portions of the dynamic program. Uncrossed edges are added only through trapezoid subproblems (that may or may not have a grandparent index), while crossed edges are added in nontrapezoid sub-problems. To add all uncrossed edges

in trapezoid sub-problems, the parser (a) enforces
that any edge added anywhere else must be crossed,
and (b) includes transitional sub-problems to build
trapezoids when the edge ~ehm is not crossed, but the
edge to its inner sibling ~ehs is (and so the construction step shown in Figure 1b cannot be used).
4.1.1

Crossing Conditions

+

g h m

g h s

Trapezoids with Edge to Inner Sibling
Crossed

To add all uncrossed edges in trapezoid-style subproblems, we must be able to construct a trapezoid
over vertices [h, m] whenever the edge ~ehm is not
crossed. The construction used in Koo and Collins
(2010), repeated graphically in Figure 5a, cannot
be used if the edge ~ehs is crossed, as there would
then exist edges between (h, s) and (s, m), making
s an invalid split point. The parser therefore includes
some “transitional glue” to allow alternative ways to
construct the trapezoid over [h, m] when ~ehm is not
crossed but the edge ~ehs to m’s inner sibling is.
The two additional ways of building trapezoids
are shown graphically in Figures 5b and 5c. Consider the “chain of crossing edges” that includes the
edge ~ehs . If none of these edges are in the subtree
rooted at m, then we can build the tree involving
m and its inner descendants separately (Figure 5b)
from the rest of the tree rooted at h. Within the interval [h, e − 1] the furthest edge incident to h (~ehs )
must be crossed: these intervals are parsed choosing
s and the crossing point of ~ehs simultaneously (as in
Figure 4 in Pitler et al. (2013)).
Otherwise, the sub-tree rooted at m is involved in
45
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(a) Edge from h to inner sibling s is not crossed (repeats Figure 1b)
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Pitler et al. (2013) included crossing edges by using
“crossing region” sub-problems over intervals with
an external vertex that optionally contained edges
between the interval and the external vertex. An
uncrossed edge could then be included either by a
derivation that prohibited it from being crossed or
a derivation which allowed (but did not force) it to
be crossed. This ambiguity is removed by enforcing
that (1) each crossing region contains at least one
edge incident to the exterior vertex, and (2) all such
edges are crossed by edges in another sub-problem.
For example, by requiring at least one edge between
do and (favor, ?] and also between favor and (*, do),
the edges in the two sets are guaranteed to cross.
4.1.2
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(b) ~ehs is crossed, but the chain of crossing edges
involving ~ehs does not include any descendants of m.
e is m’s descendant furthest from m within (h, m).
s ∈ (h, e − 1).
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(c) ~ehs is crossed, and the chain of crossing edges
involving ~ehs includes descendants of m. Of m’s descendants that are incident to edges in the chain, d is
the one closest to m (d can be m itself). s ∈ (h, d).
Figure 5: Ways to build a trapezoid when the edge ~ehs to
m’s inner sibling may be crossed.

the chain of crossing edges (Figure 5c). The chain
of crossing edges between h and d (m’s descendant,
which may be m itself) is built up first then concatenated with the triangle rooted at m containing m’s
inner descendants not involved in the chain.
Chains of crossing edges are constructed by repeatedly applying two specialized types of L items
that alternate between adding an edge from the interval to the exterior point (right-to-left) or from
the exterior point to the interval (left-to-right) (Figure 6). The boundary edges of the chain can
be crossed more times without violating the 1Endpoint-Crossing property, and so the beginning
and end of the chain can be unrestricted crossing
regions. These specialized chain sub-problems are
also used to construct boxes (Figure 1c) over [s, m]
with shared parent h when neither edge ~ehs nor ~ehm
is crossed, but the subtrees rooted at m and at s cross
each other (Figure 7).
Lemma 1. The GrandSib-Crossing parser adds all
uncrossed edges and only uncrossed edges in a tree
in a “trapezoid” sub-problem.
Proof. The only part is easy: when a trapezoid is
built over an interval [h, m], all edges are internal to
the interval, so no earlier edges could cross ~ehm . Af-
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Figure 6: Constructing a chain of crossing edges
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Sibling Features

Lemma 3. The GrandSib-Crossing parser scores an
uncrossed edge ~ehm with a Sib or GrandSib part if
and only if ~ehs is not crossed.

+

=

(b) For bad contexts

Figure 8: For each of the interval sub-problems in Koo
and Collins (2010), the parser constructs versions with
and without the additional grandparent index. Figure 8b
is used if the edge from do to favor is crossed, or if there
are any crossed edges from favor to children to the left of
do or to the right of days. Otherwise, Figure 8a is used.

d

+

k i

=
x i

+

favor most these days

m

Figure 7: Constructing a box when edges in m and s’s
subtrees cross each other.

ter the trapezoid is built, only the interval endpoints
h and m are accessible for the rest of the dynamic
program, and so an edge between a vertex in (h, m)
and a vertex ∈
/ [h, m] can never be added. The
Crossing Conditions ensure that every edge added
in a non-trapezoid sub-problem is crossed.
Lemma 2. The GrandSib-Crossing parser considers all 1-Endpoint-Crossing trees and only 1Endpoint-Crossing trees.
Proof. All trees that could have been built in Pitler
et al. (2013) are still possible. It can be verified that
the additional sub-problems added all obey the 1Endpoint-Crossing property.
4.2 Reduced Context in Presence of Crossings
A crossed edge (added in a non-trapezoid subproblem) is scored as a CrossedEdge part. An
uncrossed edge added in a trapezoid sub-problem,
however, may need to be scored according to a
GrandSib, Grand, Sib, or Edge part, depending on
whether the relevant other edges are crossed. In this
section we show that sibling and grandparent features are included in the GrandSib-Crossing parser
as specified by Table 2.
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Proof. Whether the edge to an uncrossed edge’s inner sibling is crossed is known bottom-up through
how the trapezoid is constructed, since the inner sibling is internal to the sub-problem. When ~ehs is not
crossed, the trapezoid is constructed as in Figure 5a,
using the inner sibling as the split point. When the
edge ~ehs is crossed, the trapezoid is constructed as in
Figure 5b or 5c; note that both ways force the edge
to the inner sibling to be crossed.
4.2.2 Grandparent Features for GProj Edges
Koo and Collins (2010) include an external grandparent index for each of the sub-problems that the
edges within use for scoring. We want to avoid
adding such an external grandparent index to any
of the crossing region sub-problems (to stay within
the desired time and space constraints) or to interval sub-problems when the external context would
make all internal edges ¬GProj .
For each interval sub-problem, the parser constructs versions both with and without a grandparent index (Figure 8). Which version is used depends on the external context. In a bad context, all
edges to children within an interval are guaranteed
to be ¬GProj . This section shows that all boundary
points in crossing regions are placed in bad contexts,
and then that edges are scored with grandparent features if and only if they are GProj .
Bad Contexts for Interval Boundary Points For
exterior vertex boundary points, all edges from it to
its children will be crossed (Section 4.1.1), so it does
not need a grandparent index.

Lemma 4. If a boundary point i’s parent (call it g)
is within a sub-problem over vertices [i, j] or [i, j] ∪
{x}, then for all uncrossed edges ~eim with m in the
sub-problem, the tree outside of the sub-problem is
irrelevant to whether ~eim is GProj .
Proof. The sub-problem contains the edge ~egi , so
Condition (1) is checked internally. m cannot be
x, since ~eim is uncrossed. If g is x, then ~eim is
¬GProj regardless of the outer context. If both g
and m ∈ (i, j], then Outer (m) ⊆ (i, j]: If m is an
interior child of i (m ∈ (i, g)) then Outer (m) ⊆
(m, g) ⊆ (i, j]. Otherwise, if m is an exterior child
(m ∈ (g, j]), by the “wrapping around” definition of
Outer , Outer (m) ⊆ (g, m) ⊆ (i, j]. Thus Condition (2) is also checked internally.
We can therefore focus on interval boundary
points with their parent outside of the sub-problem.
Definition 3. The left boundary vertex of an interval [i, j] is in a bad context (BadContextL (i, j)) if
i receives its parent (call it g) from outside of the
sub-problem and either of the following hold:
1. Grand-Edge Crossed: ~egi is crossed
2. Outer-Child-Edge Crossed: An edge from i to
a child of i outside of [i, j] and Outer to j will
be crossed (recall this includes children on the
far side of g if g is to the left of i)
BadContextR (i, j) is defined symmetrically regarding j and j’s parent and children.
Corollary 1. If BadContextL (i, j), then for all ~eim
with m ∈ (i, j], ~eim is ¬GProj . Similarly, if
BadContextR (i, j), for all ~ejm with m ∈ [i, j), ~ejm
is ¬GProj .

No Grandparent Indices for Crossing Regions
We would exceed the desired O(n4 ) run-time if
any crossing region sub-problems needed any grandparent indices. In Pitler et al. (2013), LR subproblems with edges from the exterior point crossed
by both the left and the right boundary points were
constructed by concatenating an L and an R subproblem. Since the split point was not necessarily incident to a crossed edge, the split point might
have GProj edges to children on the side other than
where it gets its parent; accommodating this would
add another factor of n to the running time and space
47
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Figure 9: For all split points k, the edge from k’s parent
to k is crossed, so all edges from k to children on either
side were ¬GProj . The case when the split point’s parent
is from the right is symmetric.
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(a) x is Outer to all
children of k in (k, j].
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(b) x is Outer to all
children of k in [i, k).

Figure 10: The edge ~ekx is guaranteed to be crossed, so
k is in a BadContext for whichever side it does not get
its parent from.

to store the split point’s parent. To avoid this increase in running time, they are instead built up as
in Figure 9, which chooses the split point so that the
edge from the parent of the split point to it is crossed.
Lemma 5. For all crossing region sub-problems
[i, j] ∪ {x} with i’s parent ∈
/ [i, j] ∪ {x},
BadContextL (i, j). Similarly, when j’s parent ∈
/
[i, j] ∪ {x}, BadContextR (i, j).
Proof. Crossing region sub-problems either combine to form intervals or larger crossing regions.
When they combine to form intervals as in Figure
3, it can be verified that all boundary points are in
a bad context. LR sub-problems were discussed
above. Split points for the L/R/N sub-problems by
construction are incident to a crossed edge to a further vertex. If that edge is from the split point’s parent to the split point, then the grand-edge is crossed
and so both sides are in a bad context. If the crossed
edge is from the split point to a child, then that child
is Outer to all other children on the side in which it
does not get its parent (see Figure 10).
Corollary 2. No grandparent indices are needed for
any crossing region sub-problem.
Triangles and Trapezoids with and without
Grandparent Indices The presentation that follows assumes left-headed versions. Uncrossed
edges are added in two distinct types of trapezoids:
(1) TrapG[h, m, g, L] with an external grandparent index g, scores the edge ~ehm with grandpar-

ent features, and (2) Trap[h, m, L] without a grandparent index, scores the edge ~ehm without grandparent features. Triangles also have versions with
(TriG[h, e, g, L] and without (Tri[h, e, L]) a grandparent index. What follows shows that all GProj
edges are added in TrapG sub-problems, and all
¬GProj uncrossed edges are added in Trap subproblems.
Lemma 6. For all k ∈ (i, j), if BadContextL (i, j),
then BadContextL (i, k).
Similarly,
if
BadContextR (i, j),
then BadContextR (k, j).
Proof. BadContextL (i, j) implies either the edge
from i’s parent to i is crossed and/or an edge from i
to a child of i outer to j is crossed. If the edge from
i’s parent to i is crossed, then BadContextL (i, k). If
a child of i is outer to j, then since k ∈ (i, j), such a
child is also outer to k.
Lemma 7. All left-rooted triangle sub-problems
Tri[i, j, L] without a grandparent index are in a
BadContextL (i, j). Similarly for all Tri[i, j, R],
BadContextR (i, j).
Proof. All triangles without grandparent indices are
either placed immediately into a bad context (by
adding a crossed edge to the triangle’s root from its
parent, or a crossed edge from the root to an outer
child) or are combined with other sub-trees to form
larger crossing regions (and therefore the triangle is
in a bad context, using Lemmas 5 and 6).
Lemma 8. All triangle sub-problems with a grandparent index TriG[h, e, g, L] are placed in a
¬BadContextL (h, e). Similarly, TriG[e, h, g, R]
are only placed in ¬BadContextR (h, e).
Proof. Consider where a non-empty triangle (h 6=
e) with a grandparent index TriG[h, e, g, L] can be
placed in the full dynamic program and what each
step would imply about the rest of the tree.
If the triangle contains exterior children of h (e
and g are on opposite sides of h), then it can either
combine with a trapezoid to form another larger triangle (as in Figure 1a) or it can combine with another sub-problem to form a box with a grandparent index (Figure 1c or 7). Boxes with a grandparent index can only combine with another trapezoid
to form a larger trapezoid (Figure 1b). Both cases
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force ~egh to not be crossed and prevent h from having any outer crossed children, as h becomes an internal node within the larger sub-problem.
If the triangle contains interior children of h (e
lies between g and h), then it can either form a trapezoid from g to h by combining with a triangle (Figure 5b) or a chain of crossing edges (Figure 5c), or it
can be used to build a box with a grandparent index
(Figures 1c and 7), which then can only be used to
form a trapezoid from g to h. In either case, a trapezoid is constructed from g to h, enforcing that ~egh
cannot be crossed. These steps prevent h from having any additional children between g and e (since h
does not appear in the adjacent sub-problems at all
whenever h 6= e), so again the children of h in (e, h)
have no outer siblings.
Lemma 9. In a TriG[h, e, g, L] sub-problem, if an
edge ~ehm is not crossed and no edges from i to siblings of m in (m, e] are crossed, then ~ehm is GProj .
Proof. This follows from (1) the edge ~ehm is not
crossed, (2) the edge ~egh is not crossed by Lemma 8,
and (3) no outer siblings are crossed (outer siblings
in (m, e] are not crossed by assumption and siblings
outer to e are not crossed by Lemma 8).
Lemma 10. An edge ~ehm scored with a GrandSib
or Grand part (added through a TrapG[h, m, g, L]
or TrapG[m, h, g, R] sub-problem) is GProj .
Proof. A TrapG can either (1) combine with descendants of m to form a triangle with a grandparent
index rooted at h (indicating that m is the outermost
inner child of h) or (2) combine with descendants
of m and of m’s adjacent outer sibling (call it o),
forming a trapezoid from h to o (indicating that ~eho
is not crossed). Such a trapezoid could again only
combine with further uncrossed outer siblings until
eventually the final triangle rooted at h with grandparent index g is built. As ~ehm was not crossed, no
edges from h to outer siblings within the triangle are
crossed, and ~ehm is within a TriG sub-problem, ~ehm
is GProj by Lemma 9.
Lemma 11. An uncrossed edge ~ehm scored with a
Sib or Edge part (added through a Trap[h, m, L] or
Trap[m, h, R] sub-problem) is ¬GProj .

Proof. A Trap can only (1) form a triangle without
a grandparent index, or (2) form a trapezoid to an
outer sibling of m, until eventually a final triangle
rooted at h without a grandparent index is built. This
triangle without a grandparent index is then placed
in a bad context (Lemma 7) and so ~ehm is ¬GProj
(Corollary 1).
4.3 Main Results
Lemma 12. The crossing-sensitive third-order
parser runs in O(n4 ) time and O(n3 ) space when
the input is an unpruned graph. When the input
to the parser is a pruned graph with at most k incoming edges per node, the crossing-sensitive thirdorder parser runs in O(kn3 ) time and O(n3 ) space.
Proof. All sub-problems are either over intervals
(two indices), intervals with a grandparent index
(three indices), or crossing regions (three indices).
No crossing regions require any grandparent indices
(Corollary 2). The only sub-problems that require
a maximization over two internal split points are
over intervals and need no grandparent indices (as
the furthest edges from each root are guaranteed to
be crossed within the sub-problem). All steps either contain an edge in their construction step or in
the invariant of the sub-problem, so with a pruned
graph as input, the running time is the number of
edges (O(kn)) times the number of possibilities for
the other two free indices (O(n2 )). The space is not
reduced as there is not necessarily an edge relationship between the three stored vertices.
Theorem 1. The GrandSib-Crossing parser correctly finds the maximum scoring 1-EndpointCrossing tree according to the crossing-sensitive
third-order factorization (Section 3) in O(n4 ) time
and O(n3 ) space. When the input to the parser is
a pruned graph with at most k incoming edges per
node, the GrandSib-Crossing parser correctly finds
the maximum scoring 1-Endpoint-Crossing tree that
uses only unpruned edges in O(kn3 ) time and
O(n3 ) space.
Proof. The correctness of scoring follows from
Lemmas 3, 10, and 11. The search space of 1Endpoint-Crossing trees was in Lemma 2 and the
time and space complexity in Lemma 12.
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The parser produces the optimal tree in a welldefined output space. Pruning edges restricts the
output space the same way that constraints enforcing projectivity or the 1-Endpoint-Crossing property
also restrict the output space. Note that if the optimal
unconstrained 1-Endpoint-Crossing tree does not include any pruned edges, then whether the parser uses
pruning or not is irrelevant; both the pruned and unpruned parsers will produce the exact same tree.

5

Experiments

The crossing-sensitive third-order parser was implemented as an alternative parsing algorithm within
dpo3 (Koo and Collins, 2010).2 To ensure a fair
comparison, all code relating to input/output, features, learning, etc. was re-used from the original projective implementation, and so the only substantive differences between the projective and 1Endpoint-Crossing parsers are the dynamic programming charts, the parsing algorithms, and the
routines that extract the maximum scoring tree from
the completed chart.
The treebanks used to prepare the CoNLL shared
task data (Buchholz and Marsi, 2006; Nivre et al.,
2007) vary widely in their conventions for representing conjunctions, modal verbs, determiners, and
other decisions (Zeman et al., 2012). The experiments use the newly released HamleDT software
(Zeman et al., 2012) that normalizes these treebanks
into one standard format and also provides built-in
transformations to other conjunction styles. The unnormalized treebanks input to HamleDT were from
the CoNLL 2006 Shared Task (Buchholz and Marsi,
2006) for Danish, Dutch, Portuguese, and Swedish
and from the CoNLL 2007 Shared Task (Nivre et al.,
2007) for Czech.
The experiments include the default Prague
style (Böhmová et al., 2001), Mel’čukian style
(Mel’čuk, 1988), and Stanford style (De Marneffe
and Manning, 2008) for conjunctions. Under the
grandparent-sibling factorization, the two words being conjoined would never appear in the same scope
for the Prague style (as they are siblings on different sides of the conjunct head). In the Mel’čukian
style, the two conjuncts are in a grandparent relationship and in the Stanford style the two conjuncts
2

http://groups.csail.mit.edu/nlp/dpo3/

are in a sibling relationship, and so we would expect
to see larger gains for including grandparents and
siblings under the latter two representations. The
experiments also include a nearly projective dataset,
the English Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993),
converted to dependencies with PennConverter (Johansson and Nugues, 2007).
The experiments use marginal-based pruning
based on an edge-factored directed spanning tree
model (McDonald et al., 2005). Each word’s set of
potential parents is limited to those with a marginal
probability of at least .1 times the probability of the
most probable parent, and cut off this list at a maximum of 20 potential parents per word. To ensure
that there is always at least one projective and/or 1Endpoint-Crossing tree achievable, the artificial root
is always included as an option. The pruning parameters were chosen to keep 99.9% of the true edges
on the English development set.
Following Carreras (2007) and Koo and Collins
(2010), before training the training set trees are
transformed to be the best achievable within the
model class (i.e., the closest projective tree or 1Endpoint-Crossing tree). All models are trained
for five iterations of averaged structured perceptron
training. For English, the model after the iteration
that performs best on the development set is used;
for all other languages, the model after the fifth iteration is used.

Model

Du

Proj GSib
Proj Edge
1-EC CS-GSib
1-EC Edge

80.45
80.38
82.78
83.33

Proj GSib
Proj Edge
1-EC CS-GSib
1-EC Edge

82.26
82.09
86.03
85.28

Proj GSib
Proj Edge
1-EC CS-GSib
1-EC Edge

81.16
80.56
84.67
83.62

Cz

Pt
Da
Prague
85.12 88.85 88.17
84.04 88.14 88.29
85.90 89.74 88.64
84.97 89.21 88.19
Mel’čukian
87.96 89.19 90.23
86.18 88.73 89.29
87.89 90.34 90.50
87.57 89.96 90.14
Stanford
86.83 88.80 88.84
86.18 88.61 88.69
88.34 90.20 89.22
87.13 89.43 88.74

Sw
85.50
86.09
85.70
86.46
89.59
89.00
89.34
88.97
87.27
87.92
88.15
87.36

Table 4: Overall Unlabeled Attachment Scores (UAS) for
all words.3 CS-GSib is the proposed crossing-sensitive
grandparent-sibling factorization. For each data set, we
bold the most accurate model and those not significantly
different from the most accurate (sign test, p < .05). Languages are sorted in increasing order of projectivity.

Model
Proj GSib
Proj Edge
1-EC CS-GSib
1-EC Edge

UAS
93.10
92.63
93.22
92.80

Table 5: English results

5.1 Results
Results for edge-factored and (crossing-sensitive)
grandparent-sibling factored models for both projective and 1-Endpoint-Crossing parsing are in Tables
4 and 5. In 14 out of the 16 experimental set-ups,
the third-order 1-Endpoint-Crossing parser is more
accurate than the third-order projective parser. It is
significantly better than the projective parser in 9 of
the set-ups and significantly worse in none.
Table 6 shows how often the 1-EC CS-GSib
parser used each of the GrandSib, Grand, Sib,
Edge, and CrossedEdge parts for the Mel’čukian
and Stanford style test sets. In both representations,
3
Following prior work in graph-based dependency parsing
(for example, Rush and Petrov (2012)), English results use automatically produced part-of-speech tags and results exclude
punctuation, while the results for all other languages use gold
part-of-speech tags and include punctuation.
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the parser is able to score with a sibling context
more often than it is able to score with a grandparent, perhaps explaining why the datasets using the
Stanford conjunction representation saw the largest
gains from including the higher order factors into the
1-Endpoint-Crossing parser.
Across languages, the third-order 1-EndpointCrossing parser runs 2.1-2.7 times slower than the
third-order projective parser (71-104 words per second, compared with 183-268 words per second).
Parsing speed is correlated with the amount of pruning. The level of pruning mentioned earlier is relatively permissive, retaining 39.0-60.7% of the edges
in the complete graph; a higher level of pruning
could likely achieve much faster parsing times with
the same underlying parsing algorithms.

Part Used

Du

CrossedEdge
GrandSib
Grand
Sib
Edge

8.5
81.2
1.1
9.0
< 0.1

CrossedEdge
GrandSib
Grand
Sib
Edge

8.4
81.4
1.1
8.9
< 0.1

Cz
Pt
Da
Mel’čukian
4.5
3.2
1.4
89.1 90.7
95.7
0.5
0.8
0.3
5.8
5.2
2.6
< 0.1
0 < 0.1
Stanford
5.1
3.3
2.0
87.8 90.5
94.2
0.5
0.7
0.3
6.5
5.2
3.5
0.1
0 < 0.1

Sw
1.2
96.2
0.2
2.3
0
1.8
95.2
0.3
2.6
0

Table 6: The proportion of edges in the predicted output
trees from the CS-GSib 1-Endpoint-Crossing parser that
would have used each of the five part types for scoring.

6

Discussion

There have been many other notable approaches to
non-projective parsing with larger scopes than single
edges, including transition-based parsers, directed
spanning tree graph-based parsers, and mildly nonprojective graph-based parsers.
Transition-based parsers score actions that the
parser may take to transition between different
configurations. These parsers typically use either
greedy or beam search, and can condition on any
tree context that is in the history of the parser’s
actions so far. Zhang and Nivre (2011) significantly improved the accuracy of an arc-eager transition system (Nivre, 2003) by adding several additional classes of features, including some thirdorder features. Basic arc-eager and arc-standard
(Nivre, 2004) models that parse left-to-right using
a stack produce projective trees, but transition-based
parsers can be modified to produce crossing edges.
Such modifications include pseudo-projective parsing in which the dependency labels encode transformations to be applied to the tree (Nivre and Nilsson,
2005), adding actions that add edges to words in the
stack that are not the topmost item (Attardi, 2006),
adding actions that swap the positions of words
(Nivre, 2009), and adding a second stack (GómezRodrı́guez and Nivre, 2010).
Graph-based approaches to non-projective parsing either consider all directed spanning trees or restricted classes of mildly non-projective trees. Directed spanning tree approaches with higher order
features either use approximate learning techniques,
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such as loopy belief propagation (Smith and Eisner, 2008), or use dual decomposition to solve relaxations of the problem (Koo et al., 2010; Martins et
al., 2013). While not guaranteed to produce optimal
trees within a fixed number of iterations, these dual
decomposition techniques do give certificates of optimality on the instances in which the relaxation is
tight and the algorithm converges quickly.
This paper described a mildly non-projective
graph-based parser. Other parsers in this class find
the optimal tree in the class of well-nested, block
degree two trees (Gómez-Rodrı́guez et al., 2011),
or in a class of trees further restricted based on
gap inheritance (Pitler et al., 2012) or the head-split
property (Satta and Kuhlmann, 2013), with edgefactored running times of O(n5 ) − O(n7 ). The
factorization used in this paper is not immediately
compatible with these parsers: the complex cases in
these parsers are due to gaps, not crossings. However, there may be analogous “gap-sensitive” factorizations that could allow these parsers to be extended
without large increases in running times.

7

Conclusion

This paper proposed an exact, graph-based algorithm for non-projective parsing with higher order
features. The resulting parser has the same asymptotic run time as a third-order projective parser, and
is significantly more accurate for many experimental
settings. An exploration of other factorizations that
facilitate non-projective parsing (for example, an
analogous “gap-sensitive” variant) may be an interesting avenue for future work. Recent work has investigated faster variants for third-order graph-based
projective parsing (Rush and Petrov, 2012; Zhang
and McDonald, 2012) using structured prediction
cascades (Weiss and Taskar, 2010) and cube pruning (Chiang, 2007). It would be interesting to extend
these lines of work to the crossing-sensitive thirdorder parser as well.
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